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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC), SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
 

SESSIONS CASE NO.  :-  331 of 2017 
             (Under Section 417/493/376 of IPC, R/W  

 Sec. 67 A of Information Technology Act,  
 2000 arising out of GR 2867 of 2015) 

 
 

Present     :-  R. Baruah 
      Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

Prosecutor     :- State of Assam 
 
       -Vs- 
 
Accused    :-  1.Md Rejaul Haque,  
       S/o Md Akhtaruddin, 
       Resident of Rajbhoral, 
      PS – Tezpur 
      Dist- Sonitpur, Assam 
 
Date of framing charge  :- 27-11-2017. 
 
Date of Recording Evidence   :-  17-12-2017, 26-04-2018,04-06-2019 & 
       04-06-2019. 
 
Date of examination of accused u/s  :-  26-11-2019. 
313 of Cr.P.C. 
 
Date of Argument    :-  05-12-2019. 
 
Date of Judgment    :-  09-12-2019. 
 
Counsel of the Prosecution  :-  A Baruah & J Baruah,  
      Addl. Public Prosecutors, 
      Tezpur. 
 
Counsel for Accused   :-  B K Basumatary,  
       Ld Advocate.   
    

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1.   In this case accused Rejaul Haque is put for trial for the allegation of 

charge under Section 417/493/376 of Indian Penal Code, R/W Sec. 67 A of IT Act.  
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2.   The prosecution case in brief is that on 23-10-2015 the informant 

lodged an FIR before Tezpur PS alleging inter alia that accused introduced himself as 

an employee of Hotel Royal Regency and is the resident of Mangaldoi and maintain 

love relation with her. On 04-08-2018 accused with a promise to marry her took her 

to Guwahati. There he kept her in a hotel and administered some medicine 

(sedative) and committed rape on her. After she became unconscious, the accused 

also took her naked photograph by undressing her and uploaded the same in the 

internet.   

 

3.  On receipt of the FIR, OC, Tezpur PS registered the same as Tezpur 

P.S. case no. 1439/2015 u/s 420/493/376 of IPC and endorsed the same for 

investigation. Police after completion of investigation, submitted charge sheet against 

the accused under 420/493/376 of IPC, r/w Section 66/67/67-A of IT Act and laid the 

same before the learned CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur for trial. Accordingly, the learned CJM, 

Sonitpur, Tezpur transferred the case to the Court of learned SDJM(S), Tezpur for 

trial. Since the offence is triable by the court of Sessions, the same was committed to 

the Court of Sessions after furnishing the relevant copies under the provisions of 

Cr.P.C. 

 

4.   On appearance of the accused and after hearing the learned advocate 

for both the sides, charges under Section 417/493/376 of IPC, R/W Sec. 67 A of IT 

Act framed against the accused. The above offenses read over and explained to the 

accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

5.   To substantiate the case, prosecution has examined only 6(six) nos. of 

witnesses including the victim namely 1. Md Azmal Seikh(PW1), 2.Md Raisuddin 

Ahmed(PW2), 3.Msstt Safia Khatton (PW3), 4.The victim “X” (name not mentioned in 

this judgment for the sake of maintaining confidentiality) (PW4), 5.Sri Harin Ch Deka 

(PW5) and 6. Sri Chandra Kanta Phukan (PW6). 

 

6.   Statement of accused is recorded under Section 313 of CrPC. The 

defence plea is of total denial and declined to adduce defence evidence. 

 

7.   I have carefully gone through the record of the case and heard the 
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learned Counsel for both the sides. 

8.   The points for decision in this case are –  

(1) Whether the accused, on 04-08-2015 by 
cheating “X” to marry her and taken her 
away from Tezpur to Guwahati and had 
sexual intercourse with her at a hotel at 
Guwahati?  

(2) Whether the accused, on the same day at 
Guwahati in a Hotel committed sexual 
intercourse with “X” who was not lawfully 
married to him, to believe that she was 
lawfully married to him and to cohabit(or to 
have sexual intercourse) with him? 

(3) Whether the accused during the said period 
and place mentioned above, committed rape 
on the victim “X” ? 

(4) Whether the accused after 04-08-2015 
publishes or transmits or causes to be 
publish or transmitted in the electronic form 
any material which contain sexually explicit 
act or conduct involving the informant? 
 

Discussion, Decisions and reasons for decision: 

 

9.   Before appreciating the evidence, I am of the opinion that the 

evidence so adduced by the prosecution witnesses needs to be reflected.  

 

10.   PW1 said that he does not know the accused. He does not know 

anything about the incident. Police did not record his statement. The witness is 

declared hostile by the prosecution.  

 During cross examination by prosecution, PW1 denied that he said before the 

police during investigation that “on last October, I noticed with boys of the village 

photograph of “X”,  engaged in physical relation in a hotel in naked condition. Getting 

the information I went to the village and came to know that the said photographs 

were stolen from the mobile phone of Rejaul Haque and downloaded by some 

computer and kept in the mobile phone of the boys of the village.” 

 He denied that accused is known to him and to save him from the 

punishment, he has deposed falsely. 

During cross by defence, he said that he does not know about the incident, 

neither police has recorded his statement in any of the case. He has deposed the 

truth.  
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 11.   PW2 stated that accused is his younger brother. The incident took 

place on or about one year ago. During investigation of the case under Tezpur PS 

case No.1432/15, under Section 420/293/376 of IPC, r/w Section 66/67 of IT Act 

police seized one old SIM and Samsung Galaxy Star Mobile along with its battery. 

Ext.1 is the seizure list and Ext. 1(1) is his signature.   

Defence declined to cross-examine the PW2. 

 

12.    PW3 said that she knows the accused. Victim is her daughter. At the 

time of incident, the age of her daughter was 26 years. The incident took place in 

the year 2015. One day, her daughter went with her friends to attend a marriage 

party and on the next day she returned back to their house. After about three days 

she reported her that the accused forcefully committed rape on her after 

administering some medicine mixed with cold drinks. During that time accused 

recorded the same in Video in his mobile and uploaded in Net and disseminated. The 

said video was seen by her aunty Rahima Khatoon, her sister Rubia Khatoon and 

also seen by Amina Khatoon. On being seen the said video they reported to her. On 

being came to know about the incident, she took her daughter to outside to save her 

as they apprehended that brothers of the accused may be assault her for the said 

incident. Accordingly, they concealed her daughter for about two months. Thereafter, 

her daughter filed this case. Police recorded her statement. She was medically 

examined and her statement was also recorded by learned Magistrate.  

  In her cross-examination PW3 said that at the time of incident her victim 

daughter was studying at Tezpur College in BA Class. Prior to this incident, her victim 

daughter was married to Jahur Ali of Gotlong. She denied that after the marriage 

with Jahur Ali she eloped with one person of Dhekiajuli and in this regard a meeting 

was convened at Satai Chapori in presence of witnesses Rafiqul Islam, Hafijul Islam, 

Faijul Islam, Suleman Haque, Safiqul Islam and many more. She denied that her 

daughter was involved in many unsocial activities, that her victim daughter in earlier 

many occasions went with many persons.  

 Rejaul is a resident of Bhomoraguri which is about 20 kms from their house. 

She does not know on that day whether her daughter went with Rejaul or not. Her 

daughter went out by stating her that she went to attend a marriage ceremony.  

  She denied the fact that she has not stated before police that “One day, her 

daughter went with her friends to attend a marriage party and on the next day she 
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returned back to their house. After about three days she reported her that the 

accused forcefully committed rape on her after administering some medicine mixed 

with cold drinks. During that time accused recorded the same in Video in his mobile 

and uploaded in Net and disseminated. The said video was seen by her aunty 

Rahima Khatoon, her sister Rubia Khatoon and also seen by Amina Khatoon. On 

being seen the said video they reported to her. On being came to know about the 

incident, she took her daughter to outside to save her as they apprehended that her 

brothers may be assaulted her for the said incident.”  

  She said that they did not convene any village meeting for the incident. She 

has not informed about the incident to any of village headman or any persons. 

Though they have not provided any mobile handset to police, but, police had seen 

the said video.  

 She denied that she has also filed a case against one Miraj Ahmed under 

Section 420/366/376 of IPC, that her victim daughter filed this type of many cases 

with intent to derive money, that she has deposed falsely, that her daughter did not 

report her about the incident.  

 

13.   PW4 the victim of this case said that she knows the accused. The 

incident took place on 04-08-2015. On the said day accused took her to a hotel at 

Goneshguri Chariali, Guwahati. He told her that he is the original resident of 

Mangaldoi. Prior to the said incident they have love affairs for two years. He met her 

several times over phone and also he visited her in Tezpur College. On the day of 

incident he took her by stating that one of his aunt want to see her. While they 

crossed Mangaldoi he told her that he has a friend at Guwahti who is going to Dubai 

so he has to meet him on the said day. While they reached Goneshguri Chariali he 

provides her one tablet stating that after journey if she take a tablet, her headache 

will ease. As per his suggestion she takes the tablet given by him. At first she 

refused to take the tablet but, later on accused forcefully administered the tablet by 

putting in her mouth at Ganeshguri. Then he took her to a hotel. He introduced the 

manger of the hotel as they are husband and wife. Then, he told that accused has 

not yet married her. When the hotel manger asked her about the marriage certificate 

they told him that they cannot provide the same. Thereafter, accused went out and 

brought some cold drinks which was mixed by some sedative. After consuming the 

sedative mixed with cold drinks, she became senseless. At about 3.00 AM, she 
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regained her senses. At that time accused was with her. In the next day, she 

returned to their home at Tezpur along with him. After about 2 ½ months, accused 

called her near to the Delight Bakery. Accordingly, she went there. He showed her 

video recording through his mobile where it is seen that he committed rape on her. 

Then, accused threatened her if she did not accompany to him to Guwahati again he 

will upload it in mobile. Then, she asked him why without her knowledge he 

recorded such act in video. Accused also threatened her with life if she disclose the 

matter to other persons. Therefore, out of fear she did not disclose about the 

incident to any person and went to home crying and reported the matter to her 

mother. Then, accused uploaded the said video in Net. On beings came to know 

about the incident, she lodged this case. After instituting the case, she has been 

medically examined and her statement under Section 164 of CrPC was also recorded 

through the learned Magistrate. In fact, accused is a resident of Rajbhoral. One of 

his friend Asiqul introduced her with the accused. Ext. 2 is the FIR. Ext.3 is her 

statement recorded under Section 164 of CrPC. Almost all the villagers seen the said 

video through Whatsapp. When her marriage is arranged, accused sent the said 

video to the said proposal.  

  In her cross-examination by defence, she said that she came in contact with 

the accused through a friend Ashiqul. Thereafter, it culminated into love affair 

between her and accused Rejaul. For around two years they maintained love 

relationship. Later on, she came to know that accused is a resident of Rajbhoral. 

Initially they got introduced over phone. They continued their love affairs over 

phone. She met accused twice only. Accused insisted her to go with him, but, no 

kind of weapon shown to her by accused while asking her to go with him to 

Guwahati. Accused held her hand and dragged her to the bus. Thereafter, she 

willingly went with the accused. They went to Guwahati via Mangaldoi. Accused took 

her to a hotel at Guwahati. She did not say the Manager of the hotel (Hotel Kothari) 

that accused forcefully took her and he also administered medicine to her forcefully. 

As soon as they got down from the bus at Guwahati, the accused forced her to take 

the medicine (tablet). She did not state to the nearby people that accused has 

forcibly administered medicine to her. She did not object to stay in the hotel. The 

accused gave her cold drinks in a glass in the hotel room and thereafter she felt 

unconscious.  The accused told her that he has booked a room at hotel having two 

beds where they can stay separately. She took meal inside the hotel. They reached 
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Guwahati at around 10-11 PM at night. Accused brought the cold drinks in the glass 

from outside. She was not willing to take meal, but, accused forced her to take meal. 

Accused brought rice from outside the hotel as soon as they entered into the room. 

In the next morning, she woke up. She did not call her parents over phone because, 

accused kept her mobile in switch off mode, however, there were no balance in her 

mobile phone to call her parents. She woke up and noticed that there is no clothe on 

her body. She did not call her parents by the phone of the Manager of the hotel. She 

did not state about administering of medicine forcibly by the accused and regarding 

the fact that she woke up and found that there is no clothe on my body to the 

Manager of the hotel. On not finding the accused, she came out and enquired from 

the Manager, he told her that accused might have got out. Therefore, she without 

waiting for the accused came out of the hotel and thereafter she came to Tezpur. 

She informed the incident to her mother. Immediately, they did not inform the matter 

the police, because the accused had threatened her with life. For 2 ½ months, they 

did not meet each other.  

She denied that the video, which is allegedly said to be showed by the 

accused to her are not of her and accused.  

She still have the copy of the video in her possession. The accused sent 

the video of her to his friends and other villagers. Since the video became viral, she 

was forced to inform the matter to police. Police visited her house after lodging the 

FIR. Police did not seize her mobile. She showed the video of her to the police during 

lodging of FIR. The people dealings with computer and CD business made video of 

her and sold in the market for payment. She did not notice police seizing the video 

from her family members and relatives.  

She denied that she did not stated to police that after 2 ½ months of 

incident, accused called her near Delight Bakery over phone and threatened her to 

come with him and then when she met accused, that he threatened her to go with 

him again to Guwahati or he will release her naked video in the social media, that 

she did not state to police when she asked accused why he had done such thing, 

then he threatened her with life, that accused never disrobe her completely and no 

drugs was administered by the accused on her. She denied that she went with the 

accused to Guwahati willingly and stayed in the hotel at her own will.   

  Safia Begum is her mother. She knows that her mother on 04-02-2018 lodged 

an ejahar against Miraj Ali. Her marriage was fixed with Miraj Ali, but, somebody 
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sent her naked video to him and that is why her mother lodged FIR against Miraj Ali 

stating that she stayed with Miraj Ali for two days in a hotel at Nagaon.  

She denied that there are instances also where she stayed with some 

other persons in the hotel. Because of the said video, her marriages are cancelled.  

She denied that accused Rejaul never made her naked video and 

released in the social media, that she herself and her mother has stated falsely 

against the accused,  that accused did not committed any offence relating to her and 

as accused did not marry her, she lodged a false case against him, that only to 

conceal her ill-activities she did not lodge any FIR immediately, that only to conceal 

her ill-acts she implicated the accused falsely, that she has deposed falsely before 

the Court.   

 

14.   PW5 said that on 23-10-2015 he was posted as O C, Tezpur PS. On 

that day he received an FIR from informant “X”, he registered the same as Tezpur PS 

case No.1439/15 under 420/493/376 of IPC, r/w Section 66/67-A of IT Act. He 

endorsed the FIR for investigation to SI Chandra Kanta Phukan. Ext.2 is the ejahar 

and Ext.2(2) is my signature with endorsement. The IO during investigation took 

steps for recording the statement of victim under Section 164 of CrPC, examined the 

victim by doctor, visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses 

and also arrested the accused person and also forwarded him to the judicial custody. 

The IO on 28-12-2015 handed over the case diary to him after completion of 

investigation. After going through the same, he came to the conclusion that there is  

sufficient material against the accused and hence, he submitted the charge sheet 

against the accused. Ext.4 is the charge sheet.  

During cross-examination he said that he has only submitted the charge 

sheet in this case. The complete investigation was conducted by SI Chandra Kanta 

Phukan. As per the case diary, no seized material was submitted by the IO before 

him, because he has not mentioned about receiving any seized items for which he 

has not mentioned any MR number. As per case diary it is not seen that the IO has 

engaged some expert for examination of any material in connection with the present 

case so as to consider the ingredients under the Information and Technology Act. He 

has also not engaged any expert for considering the subject matter of the case by an 

expert i.e. IT Expert.  
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15.   PW6 the IO of this case said that on 23-10-2015 he was posted as 

attach officer at Tezpur PS. On that day O C, Tezpur PS  received an FIR from 

informant “X”, he registered the same as Tezpur PS case No.1439/15 under 

420/493/376 of IPC, r/w Section 66/67-A of IT Act and endorsed the FIR to him for 

investigation. During investigation, he forwarded the victim for examination by 

doctor, recorded her statement and visited the place of occurrence. He drew the 

sketch map of the place of occurrence and also recorded the statement of witnesses. 

During investigation he arrested the accused Rejaul Haque and forwarded him to the 

court. During investigation he seized one mobile phone from the accused. Ext.1 is 

the seizure list. M.Ext.1 is seized mobile. He collected the medical examination report 

of victim. Ext.5 is the medical report. In the meantime, he was transferred from 

Tezpur PS and hence, he handed over the case diary to the OC, Tezpur PS. 

He has recorded the statement of witness Azmal Seikh (PW1). Said PW1 

stated before him during investigation as follows; – “on last October, I noticed with 

boys of the village photograph of “X” engaged in physical relation in a hotel in naked 

condition. Getting the information I went to the village and came to know that the 

said photographs were stolen from the mobile phone of Rejaul Haque and 

downloaded by some computer and kept in the mobile phone of the boys of the 

village.” 

In his cross-examination he said that “X” is the victim. As per FIR, 

incident took place on 04-08-2015. The OC, Tezpur PS received the FIR on 23-10-

2015. There is no explanation in the FIR as to why delay occurrence in lodging the 

FIR. In the FIR there is mention of physical relation committed in a hotel at 

Guwahati. During investigation, he did not visit to the said hotel at Guwahati because 

at that time the victim stated that she does not know about the hotel. During 

investigation he did not seized the mobile phone of the victim. Though he visited the 

computer shops, no evidence found in the said shops. Therefore, he did not seize 

any material from the shops. On 26-10-2015 he arrested the accused. He has not 

written any remark on the body of the seized mobile phone, nor inside the mobile 

phone. He has not recorded EMIE number of the seized mobile phone. He has 

mentioned the description of mobile in the seizure list. He has not mentioned the 

SIM number and its company in the seizure list. The number “CMR 43/19” over the 

packet containing the seized mobile phone was written by the PI, Tezpur, but, there 
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is no date. The CMR number is written by the PI in the year 2019. He forgot whether 

after seizing the mobile phone he kept the same inside a sealed packet. The mobile 

phone was lying in the police station till the year 2019. The same was not sent with 

the charge sheet. He has not sent the seized mobile phone for examination by 

expert. The cyber cell of the SP Office, Sonitpur, Tezpur examined the contents of 

the seized mobile phone, but, nothing found inside the same as alleged in the FIR. 

After investigation, he gave a note in the case diary that no evidence as alleged is 

found.  

He denied that he did not record the statement of Azmal Seikh, that 

Azmal Seikh did not gave statement before him as mentioned in his examination is 

chief.  

The PW2 Safia Khatoon did not state before him that “one day my 

daughter went with her friends to attend a marriage party and on the next day she 

returned back to our house. After about three days, she reported me that accused 

forcefully committed rape on her after administering some medicines mixed with cold 

drinks.” But, she stated before me that her daughter told her that accused took her 

naked photographs after administering stupefy medicine.” 

The PW2 did not state before him that the accused uploaded the video in 

the internet and the same was seen by her aunt Rohima Khatoon, sister Rubia 

Khatoon and also seen by Amina Khatoon and they reported her. PW2 did not state 

before him that after knowing the same, she took her daughter away fearing that 

her sons may assault her. 

PW4 the victim did not state before him that “after 2 ½ months of 

incident, accused called me near Delight Bakery over phone and threatened me to 

come with him and then when I met accused, he threatened me to go with him 

again to Guwahati or he will release my naked video in the social media, when I 

asked accused why he had done such thing, then, he threatened me with life.” 

 

16.  In the present case the incident allegedly took place on 04.08.2015 at 

Guwahati and the matter informed to the police of Tezpur on 23.10.2015. No reason 

given in the FIR for informing the police after more than two months of incident. The 

PW3 is the mother of the informant and she tried to explain that after coming to 

know about the video of her daughter they concealed the victim for two months. 

This fact of concealment of victim is not supported by the victim herself. The victim 
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(PW4) on the other hand said that she after about two and half months of incident 

again met the accused near Delight Bakery and then the accused showed her the 

video wherein the incident of rape on her is shown. The PW3 said that her 

daughter/victim return from a marriage ceremony and after three days reported to 

her that accused raped her after administering medicine with cold drink and accused 

recorded the act in his mobile phone and uploaded the same in the internet and 

published. If the evidence of PW3 is to be believed then it can be said that after 

three days of alleged rape she came to know about the incident of rape and also of 

recording the act. On the other hand the victim said that only after meeting the 

accused after two and half months she came to know about the recording. Thus the 

explanation advanced by the victim and her mother does not conform to the 

materials in the record.  

 

17.  The victim has mentioned that she was kept in the hotel Kothari at 

Guawhati. The I.O. has not visited the said hotel to collect evidence. The I.O. though 

seized the mobile phone of the accused, no video involving the victim could be found 

in the mobile phone. The prosecution alleged that from witnesses it is known that 

the incident of rape on the victim has been uploaded in the internet by some 

computer shop and also it was available with boys of village. No such computers 

shop owner or person possessing the alleged video of victim was apprehended 

during the investigation.  

 

18.  The victim said that she accompanied with the accused from Tezpur to 

Guwahati. She has not informed the matter of rape on her immediately to the 

persons of the hotel where they stayed at night. The evidence of victim reflects some 

element of consent on her part. In examination-in-chief she said that on the next 

day she return to Tezpur with the accused. In cross examination the PW4 said that in 

the next morning on not finding the accused she came out and enquired from the 

manager of hotel about the whereabouts of accused. When the manager informed 

that accused might have gone out, she without waiting for the accused came out of 

the hotel and thereafter came to Tezpur. It is seen that with the passage of time the 

victim has forgot what happened to her or the matter has some elements of 

falsehood. 
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19. When the charge is regarding offence under Information Technology Act, 

it is incumbent of the prosecution to prove the same by expert in the said field. In 

the present case, the IO did not take steps to send the mobile phone of the accused 

for examination by expert. It is to be proved by evidence that the phone of the 

accused do contain such sexually explicit act involving the victim and also to prove 

that the accused is the person involved in the publication of such matter. In both the 

count the prosecution failed.  

 

20.   In view of the above discussions and reasons it is held that 

prosecution has failed to prove the allegations charge against the accused beyond all 

reasonable. As such, the accused Rejaul Haque is acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. 

 

21.   The seized mobile phone along with its SIM be returned to its owner 

without any conditions. 

 

22.   The bail bonds shall remain in force for six months from today.   

 

   Given under my hand and Seal of this Court on this the 9th day of 

December, 2019.   

  
                                                                                     (R Baruah) 
                                    Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC), 
                                Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
  
    (R Baruah) 
 Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),                      
 Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
 
Dictation taken and transcribed by me: 
 
 
Smt. Pori Das, Steno. 
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A N N E X U R E 

 
 

Witnesses examined by the prosecution: 
 
 
1.PW1 – Md Azmal Seikh, 

2.PW2 – Md Raisuddin Ahmed, 

3.PW3 – Msstt Safia Khatton, 

4.PW4 – The victim, 

5.PW5 – Sri Harin Ch Deka & 

6.PW6 – Sri Chandra Kanta Phukan. 

Witnesses examined by the Defence: 
 

Nil. 

Documents exhibited by the prosecution: 
 
 

1. Ext. 1 : Seizure list, 

2. Ext. 2 : Ejahar, 

3. Ext. 3 : Statement of victim, 

4. Ext. 4 : Charge Sheet & 

5. Ext. 5 : Medical Report.  

 

 
                                                                                  (R Baruah) 
                                    Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC), 
                             Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
                                                                                                      


